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The sign of spiritual
maturity and growth is

that we should crave
personal encounters

with God's Spirit.
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day one
it begins with the heart
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"For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also." Matthew 6:21

Is your heart convinced that God desires to meet with you? What does this mean
to you? (Consider writing it out.) 
Is there guilt in your heart over a particular sin(s), or a general sense of
uneasiness because you struggle to follow through on good intentions? Are you
subconsciously allowing either to hinder your time with God?

It always begins with the heart, doesn't it? According to the Bible, the word heart is
interchangeable with the word soul. It's the center of spiritual activity. The heart is
where both our longings and desires are birthed and cultivated. 

The mind understands the importance of a dedicated time with the Lord. Enter good
intentions! But what about our hearts? 

Reflect

I invite you to settle these questions in your heart today. 

Sin puts a vibrant relationship with God to sleep, hampering His best for you, and
ultimately affecting those in your sphere of influence too. But we know the hope-
infused good news! 

Confession, repentance, and receiving the gift of fellowship, made available to us
thanks be to Jesus, awakens our soul from its slumber! (1 John 1:9) Nothing catches
God by surprise, so lay it out there and come alive! 

Dealing with the heart is the first, and most important, step in cultivating a vibrant
prayer life. 



day two
the power of a plan

Slowly and prayerfully, read through the book of Psalms, one a day.
Read the Proverb that corresponds with the date.
Read one devotional from Awaken.
Keep my travel journal close by and jot down observations.
Spend a few minutes in complete silence.

"The scriptures were not given to increase our knowledge but to change our lives. "
- D.L. Moody

Years ago, I heard Charles Stanley speak to the beauty of following a daily Bible
reading plan. Aside from the obvious reasons, he pointed to the joy of seeing God
reveal, answer, and speak to circumstances happening that very day through the
verses planned for us to read. 

As mentioned in my blog post, "Ways to Cultivate a Consistent Prayer Life", God
opened my eyes to trying a new reading plan for a season. It was simple, but the
rewards were (and still are) immeasurable:

We'll break all these down in the coming days, but the simple act of slowly and
prayerfully reading a chapter in Psalms and Proverbs revolutionized my time with
God. It's not a magic formula, but following His lead through this plan created
moments that stopped me in my tracks. 

Whether we use a traditional Bible reading plan or a different one, following a plan
opens our eyes to the specific ways God answers prayers, and their timing. Prepare
to be blessed! 
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“The most valuable thing the Psalms do for me is to express the same delight to God  

which made David dance." C.S. Lewis

I've experienced many moments of delight in God over the years, but it wasn't until I
showed up consistently with a heart that couldn't wait to meet with Him, that my
prayer life took on a deeper, sweeter, and more satisfying reality. 

As we reflect on the heart and become fully confident that God is here, that He is
listening, responding, and joining with us in the daily to do's⏤changing diapers, virtual
learning, growing a ministry or business, etc.⏤a craving for personal encounters with
God supernaturally takes root and begins to grow!

When we show up fully expecting to engage with God through His Word and prayer,
His responses are sometimes quick and specific (grab your travel journal). But at
other times, His truth enters the heart quietly and in subtle ways ⏤ but it enters in His
timing. The Holy Spirit brings His responses and will to the surface, putting it to work
for your good, and for His glory. 

Either way, He is at work in our life, and through us, the lives of others. (Philippians
1:6) What we invest in now will have a ripple effect for generations to come. 

 
 

day three
a holy expectancy
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day four
the unfolding 

Slowly and prayerfully, read through the book of Psalms, one a day.
Read the Proverb that corresponds with the date.
Read one devotional from Awaken.
Keep my travel journal close by and jot down observations.
Spend a few minutes in complete silence.

 
“The unfolding of your words gives light; it gives understanding to the simple."

Psalm 119:30 NIV

The definition for unfolding means to reveal or disclose, but I also love the version
that gives us the picture of a map opening or spreading out. Both offer a beautiful
visual of God at work, unfolding His living and active Word (Hebrews 4:12), and
offering understanding to anyone willing to receive it.  

Proverbs unfold words of wisdom⏤about what it means to be wise/unwise, how to
make wise decisions, how to live wisely. It's for this reason, I began keeping a
wisdom journal on the side. 

As we know, life isn't all about us. It's easy to say, I know, but what do our choices
reflect? The enemy would love to distract us from the reality that how we choose to
live inevitably affects our family and generations we will never know. 

Never has it been so critical that we as women of God know and live a wise life. That
life is within our reach because God is reaching out to us, unfolding, enlightening,
and equipping us through His Word.  
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day five
the journal 

Slowly and prayerfully, read through the book of Psalms, one a day.
Read the Proverb that corresponds with the date.
Read one devotional from Awaken.
Keep my travel journal close by and jot down observations.
Spend a few minutes in complete silence.

 
“The faintest ink is better than the best memory." -- Chinese Proverb

In my blog post, "Ready to Create a Travel (with God) Journal?" I share this quote by
Allen Arnold, author of The Story of With:

"Those brave enough to carry a travel journal for their adventures with God reveal
hearts of expectancy. There is such freedom when you live in this posture of

expectancy while letting go of all your expectations. There’s no demand on how the
Story of your life will go. Relinquish the script you’ve been holding so tight and

replace it with an expectancy for all God desires. Not just for you but that He wants
to do with you. The journal reminds you of the adventure you are on with God.”

I keep my 3 x 5 leather journal within reach at all times. It's filled with tiny treasures
like new ideas, doodles, and verses that grab my heart and refuse to let loose until
my pen hits the creamy textured paper.

If we're brave enough to carry a travel journal with an expectant heart, God will bless
our heart's desire not to miss wants He wants us to know. So, go grab a journal and
buckle up, sister! 
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https://www.cathybaker.org/ready-to-create-a-travel-with-god-journal/


day six
cue the music...or not

I need to worship because 
without it I can forget that I have a big God beside me and live in fear. 

I need to worship because 
without it I can forget his calling and begin to live in a spirit of self-preoccupation. 

I need to worship because 
without it I lose a sense of wonder and gratitude and plod through life with blinders on. 

I need to worship because 
my natural tendency is toward self-reliance and stubborn independence.”

— John Ortberg
 

Would you agree we need worship for all the same reasons? Although the word
worship isn't limited to music, there's no denying its power. 

Do you prefer listening to music when you pray, or read and study the Word? Or do
your preferences tend to change? 

I lean toward the latter. Most days, I tune into Andrew Peterson's Pandora station
during my time with God. Singing is a powerful way to enter into His presence with a
holy expectancy! 

But it's the moments of silence during our time, and as we close it, that seal and settle
God's truths, love, forgiveness, and power way down deep. It is a silent holy pause
that sets the tone of our day. 

"God speaks in the silence of the heart. Listening is the beginning of prayer." 
⏤ Mother Teresa
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day seven
continue the conversation

Standing in a grocery line becomes an opportunity to pray for those around us. 
Sitting in the van waiting for our children, or for an appointment, gives us a chance to
pray for teachers or medical staff. 
If fears pop up, we hand them over to God at that moment.
If uninvited thoughts knock on our mind's door, we refuse their entrance instead of
dismissing them. If necessary, we say aloud, "I'm not receiving that thought" and move
along.
When we sin, we ask God for forgiveness at that moment and receive it.
As we wash dishes and cook dinner, we joyfully thank God for His provision. (Or if we're
in the Chick-fil-A drive-thru line.)

"Pray without ceasing." -- 1 Thessalonians 5:17 ESV
 

Praying without ceasing -- continuing the conversation -- happens when we are confident in
God's love and presence. We move through our day with holy expectancy and remain in a
constant conversation with Him.

Now...

When we dedicate our lives to prayer, tiny moments become sacred ones.

In closing, let's remember that planning a dedicated time of fellowship with God is not about
adding another to-do to our day. Rather, it is a glorious invitation to become the woman you
long to be, and most importantly, the woman God created you to be.
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“The reality is, my prayers

don't change God.

 

But, I am convinced 

prayer changes me.

Praying boldly boots me 

out of that stale place of

religious habit into

authentic connection 

with God Himself."

- Lysa TerKeurst
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Prayer lays hold of

God's plan and

becomes

the link between His

will and its

accomplishment on

earth. 

 

Amazing things

happen, and we are

given the privilege of

being the channels of

the Holy Spirit's

prayer.
-- Elisabeth Elliot
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”OUR PRAYERS MAY BE AWKWARD. 
OUR ATTEMPTS MAY BE FEEBLE. 

But since the power of prayer 

is in the one who hears it 

and not in the one who says it. 

our prayers do make a difference.” 
 

– Max Lucado
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thank you for

joining the

"creative pauses from 

the tiny house on the hill"

blog community!

 

we'd love to 

continue the conversation

over in our

creative pauses Facebook group.

 

you'll find a friendly bunch

who love god, believe in

the power of prayer and

value holy pauses.

 

come on over and together,

let's set the tone of 2021

for god's glory!

 

 Other places we can connect:

Instagram: @cathysbaker
Facebook: Cathy S Baker
Pinterest: Cathy Baker
Email: CathyBakerAuthor@gmail.com

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CreativePauses
https://www.facebook.com/groups/CreativePauses

